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Recent locations in Laura Testino | Memphis Commercial Appeal Video: Memphis Weather Forecast January 10 Memphis, Friday January 10 Memphis and surrounding mid-south areas can expect severe weather to begin early morning Saturday, according to the National Weather Service. Heavy rains are likely to reach Memphis after 2 a.m., and the
harshest weather will begin around 6 a.m., according to National Weather Service meteorologist Kole Fehling. Damaging winds and flooding of up to 75 km/h are the main dangers, but tornadoes are possible. STAY ALERT: Get fresh news and weather updates with the free Commercial Appeal app. The weather risks in Memphis should end around 2:00 p.m.
on Saturday. Wind advisory is valid from 18:00. Friday at 6:00 p.m. to Saturday. Sustained southerly winds of 20-25 km/h are expected. Fehlig said mid-south residents can expect 1 to 3 inches of rain and wind gusts of up to 40 mph Friday night before Major Storm Systems on Saturday arrive. On Friday morning, the National Weather Service upgraded the
risk level to moderate, with 4 on a scale of 1 to 5, to eastern Arkansas, northeastern Mississippi and the Memphis metro area. Storms and severe weather risks will move east later in the day on Saturday. Weather risks in the Mid-South should end around 2 p.m., Fehling confirmed. WeatherMemphis Light, Gas and Water said on Friday afternoon that it had
been actively monitoring weather reports and preparing for possible outages. The utility has requested more troubleshooting and readiness staff, including 30 wood cutters. We are always ready to deal with weather-related outages, MLGW spokeswoman Stacey Greenberg said. Crews are ready to work around the clock if necessary. MLGW customers can
report outages by calling 901-544-6500 and monitor the status of power outages online. Emergency situations such as gas leaks and fallen power lines can be reported by calling 901-528-4465. The National Weather Service encourages residents to keep at least two ways to receive weather-related updates. This may include a weather radio or mobile
phone, which must not be changed at night and charged in case of power outages. Check twitter, Facebook and YouTube for updates on twitter, Facebook and youTube @NWSMemphis and weather.gov/memphis.Commercial Appeal reporter Corinne Kennedy contributed to this report. Laura Testino deals with the education and children's issues of a
commercial petition. Reach him laura.testino@commercialappeal.com 901-512-3763. Find him on Twitter: @LDTestino the likelihood of widespread dangerous weather is low. The latest sighting of the NWS office in Agricenter, east Memphis Time Temp Dewpt RH Press 500 PM 73 M M M Over 20 years Earth Networks is the world's largest and most
comprehensive weather observation, lightning detection and climate networks. We are now using our big data capabilities to deliver on IoT's promise. By integrating our hyper-local weather data with Smart Home connected devices, we consider predictive energy efficiency for homeowners and utility companies. Companies.
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